Comfy chic

Comfy and stylish puzzle and cliffy pouf range has been introduced in India by Sixinch India. A part of the global leader of foam-coated furniture, Sixinch Design, Sixinch India is synonymous with panache and never-ending creativity. The concept of cliffy is based on the idea of creating a complex three-dimensional shape using the sixinch two dimensional production process. Puzzle plays on the idea of creating a fun concept of seating. These puzzle seats can be attached with one and other and create larger seating areas and each piece can also be used as an individual pouf. They can be made fun for children by reducing the sizes and also be used by adults.

The price for these products is on request as it depends on the the size, colour and design the consumer is opting for. These products can be totally customised and can be bought from the company website.
It’s glass, it’s gold

Asahi India Glass Limited (AIS), India’s leading integrated glass company has introduced a new shade under its range of soft-coat reflective glasses – AIS SunShield. AIS SunShield is a high-performance product that combines durability with advanced solar control technology, effectively reducing solar heat from entering the building. The new shade Supreme Gold will offer the customers one more beautiful option for creating sophisticated and contemporary exteriors. The new shade will primarily be marketed to the exports market. It is made by using ‘Best-in-class’ solar control technology.

The product was earlier available in 6 shades — Radiant Amber, Icy Clear, Leaf Green, Oceanic Blue, Supreme Green and Supreme Blue.